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1. Equality Q&A Session with Weyman Bennett, joint secretary of Unite
against Fascism
The Equality Q&A Sessions will focus on an issue of UCU equality campaigning and/or
interest arising from existing or new policy. We will cover all equality strands for example
looking at topics such as action against violence against women, disability hate crime,
racism / xenophobia or challenging homophobia and transphobia for example.
Following the successful UN Anti-Racism Day where 15,000 people marched across Britain
to say no to racism, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism and fascism, we talk to Weyman
Bennett, Joint Secretary of Unite against Fascism about the acceptable face of racism, the
rise of the far right in Europe, the forthcoming general election and his hopes and fears for
a future free from racism and hatred.
United Nations International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
UN International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination commemorates the
victims of the Sharpeville Massacre in 1960 when 69 peaceful demonstrators against
apartheid were killed by the South African police force.
1. Why do you think UKIP received electoral success at the European elections
held last May and have continued to receive public support?
Weyman Bennett: “With the emergence of UKIP, Britain now has a racist, Populist Party
influencing political debate, as do a number of countries across Europe. But what kind of
political force is UKIP? Understanding its nature is vital if we are to successfully challenge
it.
Populist parties claim to look at the interests of the population, not just the establishment
or the elite. UKIP combines anti-immigrant racism with a populist pitch that claims to
represent the anger of the ordinary “man in the street” against a corrupt political elite.
It presents itself as an anti-establishment outsider and not part of the discredited political
game. In doing so UKIP looks to hide its own ties to parts of the establishment. The party
is led by former City trader Nigel Farage and backed by a clutch of multimillionaires like
Paul Sykes and Stuart Wheeler.”
“The core of its leadership and millionaire backers are hard neoliberals who support free
market policies. Farage presents UKIP as an empty vessel that can attract people from all
classes who can project their hopes and fears onto it. So in the recent election campaign
Farage was careful to avoid any discussion of UKIP’s economic policies.”

2. Do you think that the success of the Front National in France could see further
gains of the right (BNP/UKIP) in the UK?
WB: “The glue that keeps its cross-class alliance together is racism. UKIP seeks to turn
bitterness at the crises that threatens to tear people’s lives apart into blaming immigrants
and foreigners.
It redirects people’s anger away from the powerful towards scapegoating the oppressed
and powerless.
It draws on the relentless attacks on asylum seekers, immigrants and Muslims pushed by
mainstream parties. UKIP is the ugly child of the establishment.
Racist populist parties include UKIP, the Danish People’s Party and Geert Wilders’ Freedom
Party in the Netherlands. They are different to fascist parties such as the British National
Party (BNP), the French Front National (FN) or Golden Dawn in Greece.”
3. Why have far right groups across Europe gained so much traction?
WB: “The latest gains for the fascist Front National (FN) come against a backdrop of years
of attacks on Muslims without real opposition.
Ten years ago this month a law was passed banning religious signs in schools. It was a
racist and sexist law against girls wearing a hijab. The argument from the political
establishment was that school is a sacred place from which politics and religion must be
excluded. In the context of the “war against terror” and of a denial of colonial crimes,
France was launching a crusade against any expression of oppressed minorities.
The Front National (FN) beginning 25% of the vote in the European elections represents
the biggest vote for a fascist party. Marine Le Pen’s father (Jean-Marie Le Pen, the party’s
first leader) had called the Holocaust a small detail in history, further demonstrated the
party’s foundation as being deeply racist and anti-Semitic coming from the collaboration
with the Nazis in the Second World War.
The party has remodelled itself as an anti-immigrant and racist party particularly against
Muslims. It (FN) is the biggest single threat in Western Europe to a party formally coming
to power with a presidential candidate. The development in the last local elections in
which the party gained 26% of the vote is another step forward in widening the Front
National – it is urgent that we recognise this danger and oppose it.
The Front National sister organisation is the British National Party (BNP) which was
formerly led by Nick Griffin. Unite against fascism and other anti-fascists opposed and
removed the BNP as a serious organisation. Marine Le Pen gives hope to every racist and
Nazi in Europe if she was to formally come into office seeking alliances in the hope to
coalesce the far right around herself.
Organisations which have been weakened like the English Defence League (EDL) and the
British National Party still pose a serious difficulty for the anti-fascist movement. That is
why it was great to see so many thousands take to the streets in France on 21 March in
opposing racism, fascism, anti-Semitism and Islamophobia.”
4. We seem to be stepping back into time with people like DJ Mike Reed and his
calypso song, football supporters with their racist and anti-Semitic chanting,
UKIP councillors and their racist outbursts to the public racially abusing of people
travelling on public transport etc. What do you think needs to be done to prevent
this type of xenophobic behaviour?
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WB: “Not that it has ever gone away, but we are seeing racism raise its ugly head again.
The rise of Islamophobia has meant that other racisms have come to the forefront.
We see Chelsea supporters pushing a Black man off the train and claim it was because of
overcrowding and the ex-policeman justifying such disgraceful behaviour. It is the politics
of anti-immigration racism fuelled by austerity that blames immigrants rather than
blaming the banking system and the people that perpetrate the levels of inequality we now
see. Unfortunately, mainstream political parties have failed to condemn this instead of
trying to copy the rhetoric coming out of people like Farage”.
5. To what extent do you think austerity has played in the rise of the right?
WB: “Oscar Wilde once said “We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the
stars”. Since the 2007 banking crisis, there has been severe cuts in public services and in
people’s living standards are falling by up to 10% meanwhile those at the top of our
society has doubled their wealth.
‘Divide and rule’ was a phrase coined by Emperor Tiberius but it is fitting for our society
today – either you blame your neighbour for the cuts to our universities and colleges or
you blame the tax dodgers if you need £25 billion from the public purse.
UKIP and the mainstream parties have refused to challenge some of the mistaken attitudes
about the contribution of immigrants to this country rather they concentrate blaming
immigrants for the loss of those services which have been cut by the government.”
6. We now have a greater understanding of the impact of institutional racism
since the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry but has anything really changed to give
Black people more confidence in public institutions?
WB: “50 years have passed since peaceful protestors took to the streets in Selma,
Alabama demanding their civil rights and just over 22 years in the fight for justice
following the racist murder of Stephen Lawrence. The challenge against institutional
racism is being planted by a refusal of senior policymakers to assert that racism still
continues to exist. In fact, people and Trevor Philips have gone further by blaming
minority communities and pandering to stereotypes.
Great steps were taken to put in place the findings of the Macpherson report following the
Stephen Lawrence Inquiry, but in practice, the high rates of dismissal of Black and Asian
staff from employment is also a continuation of the same form of prejudice which
dominated institutions. In fact, with the application of Prevent turning every Police Officer
into an Immigration Officer, we see further examples of entrenchment of racism taking
place.
Many Black people are facing greater levels of discrimination from institutions than ever
before whereas we may argue that racism is not at the same level as it was in 1950s but
that there still remains an attempt to formally turn the clock back and refuse to accept
that we live in a multicultural society.”
7. How can UCU members work effectively to oppose and expose racist and
xenophobic statements?
WB: “UCU has been at the forefront of fighting racism and discrimination, producing
materials to counter the narrative of Government and to oppose the racism of UKIP.
UCU participated with the 12,000 strong demonstrations in central London against racism.
In every college in every university we have to oppose the politics of scapegoating
international students and particularly Muslim students who are particularly targeted.
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We have to maintain our equality departments and support the work they do in giving
confidence to members to confront racist abuse when they see it and uncover
discrimination that exists. The union is to be commended in its opposition against
Islamophobia, anti-Semitism and racism.”
8. What are three key priorities for the anti-fascist movement as we head toward
this year’s general election?
WB: “Three key priorities for the anti-fascist movement is to:
1.

Maintain and continue to build Unite against fascism so that we can stop organisations
such as Britain First and Pegida as we did in Newcastle

2.

We must stop the UK Independence Party from peddling their racism and antidiscrimination

3.

We have to have a positive message and encourage everyone to celebrate
multicultural Britain and to stop mainstream parties blaming immigrants for the crisis.”

9. What are your hopes and fears for a future free from racism and hatred?
WB: “My biggest fear is that there are four forums of far right fascist organisation building
across eastern and Western Europe. There are groups like Golden Dawn, Jobbik and Euro
Fascist such as Le Pen who may not have the same paramilitary structure, share the same
ideology. Racist populist organisations like UKIP dominate the political agenda and finally,
the English Defence League who continue to threaten all communities.
My hopes live in the fact that we confronted and broke the back of the English National
Front in the 1970s and again with the British National Party throughout the 1990s until we
successfully removed them from office in 2010.
My hope lies in the multicultural, multi-racial, anti-racist, anti-fascist organisations that
have challenged these people but there is no room for complacency. We all have a duty to
fight against all forms of bigotry and discrimination because in a period of crisis, they can
only come to power in order to repeat the genocides and Holocaust that we so much
wished should never happen again.
My slogan still remains “Black and White Unite, Fight and Never Again!”
UCU would like to extend thanks to Weyman Bennett for taking part in the
Equality Q&A Sessions.
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2.

The race is on…

UCU General Election 2015: lobbying toolkit website
As we approach the general election in May 2015, UCU is providing members with a range
of materials to help you engage with local candidates on issues relating to post-school
education. These include UCU’s main policy 'asks', summaries of each party's stance on
key education and employment issues, template letters for writing to candidates and
details about voter registration – the website is live here.
HOPE not hate election campaign

2015 is set to see HOPE not hate’s largest, most organised and highly targeted
electoral effort to date. It will be made up of hundreds of localised campaigns,
with tailored leaflets being distributed to different houses in our key target
areas.
And our campaign needs to be this big. While UKIP is not the BNP and Nigel Farage is
certainly not Nick Griffin, its increasingly anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim rhetoric, ability to
drag the whole political debate to the right and its acceptance of, and seeming indifference
towards, casual racism makes it even more pernicious and dangerous. Worse still, UKIP
could hold the balance of power in the next Parliament.
If you don't want to see this happen then sign up to get involved. Last year we saw off the
BNP and now, with your help, we can defeat UKIP. To get involved with the campaign,
contact http://action.hopenothate.org.uk/page/s/get-involved-2015
Migrant Rights Network – Our Vote
Migrant Rights Network have launched their Our Vote website calling for an honest
approach to the debate around immigration. You can view their short film and find out
more about the campaign at www.our-vote.org/

3.

Events

“I am an immigrant” poster campaign
The official launch of the “I am an immigrant” poster campaign organised by Movement
Against Xenophobia, will be held on Monday 13 April 2015 at Congress House, Great
Russell Street, London WC1B 3LS at 7pm.
There will be a drinks reception and
international food.
Speakers include: TUC Vice President Mohammed Taj, Wendy Dirk – face of the
poster campaign and lecturer in Dentistry, Nicolette Moonen – face of the poster
campaign and violinist, Itayi Viriri – International Organization of Migration, Consuelo
Moreno Yusti – SOAS Justice for Cleaners campaign, UNISON Rep, Orlando da Hill –
teacher, Narin Patel – CEO Primesight, Nazek Ramadan – Migrant Voice Director
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There is still time to take part in the campaign – MAX will be launching a digital campaign
on the same day so it’s not too late to take part. If you would like MAX to create a poster
for you prior to the launch, send them your photograph and a short sentence outlining
your contribution via email at max@jcwi.org.uk
This event is free to attend but registration is essential. Visit www.noxenophobia.org to
register.
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